
Would Rather

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

But I _____________________ about her, Guss.1. (not/talk)

And I think I am expressing the opinion of all folklore students when I say
that, with all respect for Lady Wilde, I _______________________ any stress
upon her general statements.

2.

(not/lay)

Yet I have not been able to abridge it, without omitting circumstances which
I thought Congress ______________________ to know.
3.

(choose)

I ________________ him a hundred dollars and have it all over with.4. (pay)

I _________________ the money than break my engagement.5. (lose)

So whether it be a matter of accepting a fellow worker you
________________________, or of letting go one whom you would like to
keep-remember the One who does the choosing for us makes no mistakes.

6.

(not/have)

I felt I ________________________ that door closed again, but could give
no reason, so I simply nodded.
7.

(not/have)

She thought she ____________________ with him than any other man on
earth.
8.

(live)

I _________________ with you than with any of the others, and I think we
could manage it rather well between us.
9.

(work)

For my part I __________________ a dog than belong to such a religion.10.
(be)

I could do no good either way, and I could only seem to speak about
myself, which, of course, I ______________________.
11.

(not/do)

He paused as if he was about to reveal something, which he
____________________ back.
12.

(keep)

I ____________________ one of your father's getting.13. (have)
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When the princess heard this she began to cry, for she
___________________ than marry the giant who had slain her father.
14.

(die)

Whether she was right about his immunity to the Russian mental control
was another matter, and one he _______________________ to the test.
15.

(not/put)

I ____________________ Chancery suits upon my hands than the cure
of souls.
16.

(have)

I ___________________ than be like her!17. (die)

I _____________________ sympathy through sin than never learn it at
all.
18.

(learn)

Sometimes I think they ____________________ to than not.19.
(passive/lie)

As for our children, we ____________________ them ourselves than let
them go into the hands of our neighbours.
20.

(kill)
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